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ABSTRACT

EUGÈNE’HOM is a gene prediction software for eukar-
yotic organisms based on comparative analysis.
EUGÈNE’HOM is able to take into account multiple
homologous sequences from more or less closely
related organisms. It integrates the results of
TBLASTX analysis, splice site and start codon
prediction and a robust coding/non-coding probabil-
istic model which allows EUGÈNE’HOM to handle
sequences from a variety of organisms. The current
target of EUGÈNE’HOM is plant sequences. The
EUGÈNE’HOM web site is available at http://genopole.
toulouse.inra.fr/bioinfo/eugene/EuGeneHom/cgi-bin/
EuGeneHom.pl.

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing number of sequenced organisms, exploit-
ing sequence similarity information between homologous
sequences has become a major challenge in the process of
annotation and gene prediction (1). Sequence conservation
information is largely organism independent and several gene
prediction programs have been developed which are based on
both exon conservation and splice site prediction information
(2–5). The spectrum of application of these programs is wide
and mainly limited by the splice-site model.

In order to improve gene prediction quality, more informa-
tion should be taken into account. EUGÈNE’HOM has been
developed to predict gene structures by combining conserva-
tion information with splice site prediction but also coding/
non-coding statistics (6). Usual DNA level probabilistic
models for coding/non-coding sequences are however extre-
mely sensitive to the organism and GC% of the sequence and
the introduction of such information strongly limits the scope
of application of the software. To avoid this, EUGÈNE’HOM

relies on an amino acid level probabilistic model which is
largely organism independent and nevertheless improves gene
prediction quality.

Useful information may also come from the variety of
homologous sequences that may be taken into account to

identify conserved exons. Because of evolution, each sequence
may provide conservation (or divergence) information on
different regions of the sequence. EUGÈNE’HOM has therefore
been designed to take into account several homologous seq-
uences simultaneously. A large spectrum of uses is possible,
without any restriction to a particular evolutionary distance
between the sequences considered.

Finally, to account for possible exon–intron structure
evolution between distant sequences, EUGÈNE’HOM makes
no assumption on the similarity of the gene structure (e.g.
conservation of exon boundaries, exon order and repetitions)
between the target sequence and the homologous sequences
considered. Predictions can thus be performed using non-
assembled shotgun sequences.

To perform the prediction itself, EUGÈNE’HOM uses the
graph-based model and linear time dynamic programming
algorithm of EUGÈNE (7), a gene prediction software for
Arabidopsis thaliana designed to integrate arbitrary sources of
evidence. This graph-model allows the prediction of several
partial or complete genes on both strands and EUGÈNE’HOM

inherits this ability.
The web site itself allows the user to perform gene prediction

directly on a genomic sequence from one or more homologous
DNA sequences (either genomic sequences or cDNA) and to
compare it to an existing annotation provided in GFF format.
Additionally, the user may enter specific information on signals
and regions to either explore alternative predictions or to take
into account further information that may help the prediction
(e.g. repeats, EST matches, non canonical splice sites).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Software description

As in all existing gene finders, a prediction in EUGÈNE’HOM is
defined as a sequence of regions (exons coding in a specific
frame, introns, UTR and intergenic regions) separated by
signals and which follows the usual laws of gene structures: a
gene starts with a 50UTR, followed by a sequence of exons and
introns, ending with a 30UTR. Introns must be bordered by
splice sites and the first and last exons respectively bordered by
START and STOP codons. Exon assembly must respect the
codon structure and should not contain in-frame STOPs.
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To choose a prediction among all possible ones, we give them
a score defined as a sum of elementary scores: scores of the
signals (splice sites, STOP and START codons) and scores of
the nucleotides in the context of the predicted regions (coding
in a specific frame, intronic on a specific strand or intergenic).

From all these scores, an optimal score prediction is
computed in linear time using the dynamic programming
algorithm of EUGÈNE (7).

Signal scores

Potential STARTs, STOPs and canonical AG/GT splice sites
are detected and assigned a score. For STARTs and splice sites,
the score is derived from a log-likelihood ratio computed using
a first order weight array model (WAM) (8). Following the
observation that splice sites are relatively well conserved
within a taxonomic group (4), these models were built from
expertised datasets of A.thaliana (9,10). If l is the log-
likelihood ratio obtained, the score S used is S¼ alþb where a
and b are parameters.

Coding score

To characterise the coding/non-coding potential of a given
region, we have used a two step probabilistic model. We
consider that a coding sequence is first generated as a sequence
of amino acids using a second order Markov model and then
reverse translated using a uniform codon usage table. The
Markov model was estimated from the SWISS-PROT database
(11). For non-coding sequences, a zero-order Markov model is
estimated on the sequence itself. The score of a nucleotide in a
given region is defined as the logarithm of the probability of its
emission in the corresponding probabilistic model.

Compared to classical DNA Markov models, this amino acid
level Markov model provides less information but is also less
sensitive to codon usage and GC%.

Homology scoring

The scoring system of EUGÈNE’HOM is based on the
assumption that coding regions are more highly conserved
than non-coding ones at the amino acid level. To detect
conservations between sequences, EUGÈNE’HOM relies on an
NCBI TBLASTX search (12) of the query sequence against the
homologous sequences provided. To maximise both sensitivity
and specificity, the following options are used: -F T (SEG filter
activated), -e 1e-6 (threshold for expect value), -b 50000

(number of alignments). The -m 7 (XML format output) is also
used to facilitate output parsing. The substitution matrices used
are based on the usual PAM and BLOSUM matrices except that
all the entries that correspond to STOP are modified to �500 in
order to reduce false-positive hits.

The choice of an amino acid level comparison rather than a
DNA level comparison (using e.g. BLASTN) was done to
better accommodate homologous sequences from distant
organisms. It should also improve discrimination between the
different types of mutations in coding regions (that should
favor amino acid conservation) and other conserved regions
(which has no a priori reason to do so).

A local alignment algorithm was chosen in order to take into
account the fact that gene structures may vary between species

or even inside a given gene family: within a group of
homologous genes, some protein domains may be shared by
different pairs. Unlike global alignment methods that require
extended pairwise conservation, a local alignment method
allows identification of local similarities from multiple
sequences.

The TBLASTX search returns a set of high scoring pairs
(HSP), each in a given frame. All pairs of HSP which overlap
and are in the same frame are clustered together in so-called
‘HSP contigs’ (Fig. 1). To associate a homology score with a
given nucleotide ni in the context of a coding region, we
consider (if it exists), the single HSP contig HC that overlap
the nucleotide in the sequence and which is in the same frame.
Let n be the maximum number of HSPs in the cluster that
overlap a single position. Let c(ni) be the codon that contains ni

in the sequence, for each HSP h in the cluster that overlaps the
codon c(ni) , we define S[c(ni), h] to be the matrix substitution
score for the amino acid coded by c(ni) in the HSP alignment.
This score is considered as equal to zero for non-overlapping
HSP. The homology score for the nucleotide in the context of
the coding region considered is defined as:

HSðniÞ ¼
1

n

X

h2HC

S½cðniÞ; h	

This score is rescaled and added to the coding score.

Datasets

Beyond the previously cited datasets, we also used a set of
63 homologous plant sequences, mainly from A.thaliana
(S. Aubourg, personal communication). The genes in this set
come from five plant gene families (alcohol dehydrogenase,
terpene synthase, cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase and two
unknown function families). From each family of this set, we
extracted the two pairs of sequences which respectively
presented the highest and lowest identity at the amino acid
level. These pairs of sequences were selected for evaluation
purposes and the remaining sequences for parameter estima-
tion. After careful examination of the annotation, we discarded
12 sequences because of inconsistent annotation or non-
canonical splice sites. We finally obtained a test set of 16 genes
organised in nine pairs (the same gene may appear in more
than one pair) and a training dataset of 35 genes.

EUGÈNE’HOM behavior depends on a set of five parameters
used to rescale each information source: two parameters for
splice sites, two for START and STOP signals and one for the

Figure 1. Two HSP contigs on the same frame above the genomic DNA
sequence. The score used for each nucleotide in the codon visualized on the
genomic sequence is equal to the sum of the elementary substitution scores of
each HSP in the contig above divided by n, the maximum height of the contig.
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homology score. To estimate these parameters, we directly
optimised the accuracy of EUGÈNE’HOM on the training data-
set using a dedicated optimisation algorithm combining
genetic algorithm and line search (7).

WEB SITE DESCRIPTION

Inputs

The first input required by EUGÈNE’HOM is the genomic
sequence to be annotated. It can be provided either in FASTA
format or as raw DNA (without any header). The sequence can
be uploaded or pasted.

Then a set of supposedly homologous DNA sequences in
multi-fasta format must be provided. This set can include
genomic or cDNA sequences from different organisms. Ideally,
it should not contain a genomic sequence which overlaps the
query. The amino acid substitution matrix used to compute
substitution scores should be selected here (default to
BLOSUM80).

For expert users, an advanced query form is also available. In
this form, the user may control the prediction by deactivating
the use of the amino acid level coding model (keeping only
homology scoring) or enforce the prediction of complete genes
only. Also, the prediction can take into account specific user
information using a simple language on signals and regions.
For example, to explore alternative predictions, the user can
delete a predicted donor site on the forward strand at position
877 by the simple sentence donor f 877 0.0 (see the web
site or the Supplementary Material for more details).

The graphical and textual representation of the prediction
can also be controlled by several parameters: it is possible, for
example, to change the image resolution, or to restrict the
graphical representation to a region of the sequence (for
zooming). Optionally, an existing annotation for the analysed
sequence can be provided in GFF format. This annotation will
be displayed in the graphical output to facilitate comparison
with the prediction.

Outputs

From these inputs, EUGÈNE’HOM produces a prediction
(standard or GFF format) and a graphical output which
represents this prediction, all the information used to compute
it and the optional annotation. An example of EUGÈNE’HOM

graphical output using the examples provided on the web site
(‘Example’ buttons) is shown in Figure 2.

RESULTS

We performed a preliminary comparison of EUGÈNE’HOM

with SGP-1 (4), one of the most closely related similarity-
based programs available on the web, GenScan (13), a purely
ab initio gene finder and two other versions of EUGÈNE, named
EUGÈNEAT and EUGÈNEATþHOM.

GenScan was applied to the 16 test sequences using http://
genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html with default options except for
the organism which was set to A.thaliana.

SGP-1 takes two sequences as input and annotates both. It was
therefore applied to the nine sequence test pairs using http://
soft.ice.mpg.de/sgp-1/sgp-1noemail.html. For genes which
appear in two pairs, we retained the best prediction obtained.
Options were chosen to be consistent with EUGÈNE’HOM

Figure 2. An example of the graphical output of EUGÈNE’HOM: the sequence is on the x-axis. The y-axis corresponds to possible predictions. From top to bottom:
intronic forward, frame 3, 2, 1 coding regions, then intergenic regions (IG) then frame -1, -2, -3 coding regions, then intronic reverse. In-frame START codons are
represented as blue vertical lines. The longer the line, the better the score of the START. In-frame STOP codons are represented as small red vertical lines. Splice
sites are visible on the intronic tracks as green and magenta vertical lines whose length indicates the site score. Thin black lines represent the smoothed normalised
proteic coding/non coding score. HSP clusters are represented as grey blocks whose thickness is proportional to the number of hits at a given position and whose
darkness is proportional to the homology score at this position. The GFF annotation provided by the user is visible as orange blocks. The prediction itself is visible
as red blocks. In this example, available on the web site, EUGÈNE’HOM predicts a gene structure that matches the annotation.

Table 1. Performances of the plant homology test set

Program SNe SPe SNn SPn AC

SGP-1 11.48 35.00 35.29 93.02 0.53
Genscan 52.46 49.61 62.86 79.80 0.61
EUGÈNEAT 63.11 63.11 82.91 74.57 0.69
EUGÈNE’HOM 76.23 54.07 96.37 71.24 0.75
EUGÈNEATþHOM 88.52 74.48 97.80 76.34 0.80

SNe, exon-level sensitivity; SPe, exon-level specificity; SNn, nucleotide-
level sensitivity; SPn, nucleotide-level specificity; AC, approximate
correlation (14). Gene-level accuracy was not computed because of
the small size of the dataset, including a total of 16 genes, 122 exons
and 75 kb.
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assumptions: taxonomic group¼ angiosperm, alignment
method¼TBLASTX, no post-processing, substitution matrix
¼Blosum80. For three sequences, SGP-1 required deactivation
of the ‘no post processing’ flag to run and the ‘monotonic
increasing unique’ option was selected.

EUGÈNEAT is the current version of EUGÈNE optimized for
A.thaliana (7). It uses a species specific nucleic coding model
instead of a generic protein model and external start and splice
site detection software dedicated to A.thaliana. However, it
does not exploit conservation information.

EUGÈNEATþHOM is a combined version obtained by
directly adding to EUGÈNEAT scores the proteic coding model
and the homology scoring method of EUGÈNE’HOM.

Gene prediction accuracy was measured in terms of
sensitivity and specificity both at the exon and nucleotide
level (14). The results are presented in Table 1.

The performances of SGP-1, GenScan and EUGÈNEAT are
lower than previously reported (4,9). This is certainly due to
the high number of exons composing the genes of this dataset
(average of eight per gene). Moreover, some sequences come
from other plant species than A.thaliana, thus disrupting the
coding models of GenScan and EUGÈNEAT.

The comparison of the different versions of EUGÈNE

confirms the accuracy improvement resulting from the addition
of the new EUGÈNE’HOM methodologies.

Despite the limited size of the test set, these results show that
without organism-specific coding models, EUGÈNE’HOM is
able to predict the exon–intron structure of plant genes with a
good accuracy. The construction of splice site models for
vertebrates and mammals will further extend the scope of
application of EUGÈNE’HOM.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online.
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